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In Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream Desserts, ice creams deliciously melt into hot brown Bettys, berry
cobblers, sweet empanadas, and corn fritters. Her one-of-a-kind cakes and cookies are not only
served with ice cream, they get crumbled on top and incorporated into the ice cream base
itself.Sundae combinations dazzle with bold and inspired sauces, such as Whiskey Caramel and
Honey Spiked with Chilies. And Jeni’s crunchy “gravels” (crumbly sundae toppings)—such as
Salty Graham Gravel and Everything Bagel Gravel—are unlike toppings anyone has ever seen
before.Store-bought ice cream can be used for all the desserts in the book, but it will be hard to
resist Jeni’s breakthrough recipes for dairy-free ice cream, frozen custard, and soft-serve. Thirty
brand-new flavors, including Cumin & Honey Butterscotch and Extra-Strength Root Beer Ice
Cream, attest to the magic of this unique and alluring collection.

"America's leading authorities on the culinary delights to be found while driving"-- Newsweek
magazineAbout the AuthorJANE AND MICHAEL STERN, winners of three James Beard
awards, have written more than 40 books. They are weekly guests on public radio's award-
winning The Splendid Table, and contribute regularly to Saveur and Parade. Since 2005, they
have hosted gastronomic tours of Chicago, Austin, Nashville, New England, New York, and New
Mexico, and annually sponsor the FoodFest in New Orleans. They live in Connecticut and on the
open road. www.Roadfood.comExcerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.ConnecticutAbbott's Lobster In the Rough117 Pearl St ./ 860-536-7719Noank, CT/LD /
May-Labor Day, then weekends through mid-October / $$Abbott's is renowned for chowder and
lobsters, both of which have defined seafood excellence in eastern Connecticut for decades.
The chowder is a style unique to southern New England shores: steel-gray, briny, full of clam
flavor, plenty of clam meat, and a handful of potatoes; and the lobsters are steamed to
perfection. But beyond these glories, Abbott's posted menu suggests a whole range of other fine
seafood items: steamers, mussels, clams and/or oysters on the half-shell, hot lobster rolls that
are nothing but buttered pink meat on a bun, lobster salad rolls (cool, bound with mayonnaise),
crab rolls (hot or cold), and shrimp salad rolls. There is even broiled chicken for the lost soul who
finds himself at this great seafood restaurant craving poultry.Abbott's is a very pretty place to
dine al fresco. Seating is at bare wooden tables (although civilized sorts bring their own
tablecloths as well as their own wine); the air is filled with the salt smell of shore breezes, and
background music is provided by gulls screeching in the sky (but kept away from the tables by
invisible netting).Chez LenardMain St./ No phoneRidgefield, CT/ LD / $Chez Lenard of
Ridgefield has no address and no phone number. It is a sidewalk cart on Main Street with no
tables or chairs. Accommodations for dining include sidewalk standing room and Ballard Park
across the street. Some car customers pull to the curb, toot their horn, and get their meal



delivered to the window without ever leaving the driver's seat.Despite the lack of amenities,
Chez Lenard is indubitably high tone. When the original "Lenard," a Manhattan rat-race refugee,
parked his cart here in 1978, he established an urbane ambience with a French accent that has
thrived under subsequent proprietors' incumbency. Citizens of Ridgefield have come to treasure
the happy incongruity of a man in a billowy chef's toque exclaiming "oo-la-la!" as he slathers on
hot relish, or "merci beaucoup" when making change. The blackboard menu lists such exotic-
sounding delights as "Le Hot Dog Choucroute Alsacienne" (with sauerkraut and mustard), "Le
Hot Dog Excelsior Veneziano" (with Italian peppers and sauteed onions), and "Le Hot Dog
Facon Mexicaine" (a chili dog).The dogs themselves, plucked with tongs from a hot water bath in
the cart, are magnifiques: kosher all-beef franks with a taut casing and firm insides, long enough
to stick out from both ends of the bun, and buxom enough that a pair of "Supremes" (with
mustard, relish, ketchup, and chopped onions) with a can of Dr. Brown's soda make an
immensely satisfying meal.Chez Lenard is open year-round, every day except Easter,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas or when the weather is extremely awful. "I am pitied in the winter,"
says proprietor Chad Cohen. "But I am envied in the summer. For me, this is always a great job
because everyone I meet is happy. Who isn't happy when they eat a hot dog?"Doogie's2525
Berlin Turnpike / 860-666-1944Newington, CT / LD / $Doogie's boasts that it is "home of the 2-
foot hot dog," but in our experience the hot dogs are significantly longer than that. Closer to thirty
inches. While one of them, in its yard-long bun, looks like a party sandwich for a table of eaters,
especially if it is loaded with sauerkraut, chili, onions, bacon, cheese, etc., you will see some big
boys walking into Doogie's at lunchtime and ingesting a pair of them (that's about six feet of
frankfurter!) with a large soda and an order of jumbo French fries with cheese sauce on the
side.If only for its size, Doogie's hot dog would be worth noting in the annals of amazing
Roadfood; but the more important fact is that this extra-long sausage is delicious. Firm-fleshed
and with a chewy skin that gets slightly charred on the grill, it has a vigorously spicy flavor that
holds up well not only under any and all extra-cost toppings but also when spread with Doogie's
superb homemade hot relish or just ordinary mustard. The brand name of the dog is Grote &
Weigal, and for those of meek appetites, it is available in mere ten-inch configuration, too.
Mention must also be made of the bun, which of necessity is significantly sturdier than your
ordinary cotton-soft hot dog roll. More like a grinder roll, but somewhat slimmer, Doogie's bun is
actual, good-quality bread! We have never seen anyone actually pick up a whole hot dog and
bun, though. Etiquette for eating one of these fellas is to grasp one end eight to ten inches from
the tip and tear off a section that would be about the size of a normal frankfurter anywhere else.
You'll get about four of these per dog.Beyond hot dogs, Doogie's sells all sorts of other
sandwiches, New England-style clam chowder, a real hot lobster roll, and that junkiest of junk
foods, so beloved hereabouts--fried dough. Doogie's version, a plate-size disc of deep-fried
dough, is available veiled in cinnamon sugar or under a blanket of red tomato sauce. Either way,
it is a mouthful!Hamburgers, cooked on the same charcoal grill where the hot dogs are made,
have a delicious smoky flavor. The top-of-the-line hamburger is described on the menu as "the



ultimate"; and while not as awesome as the elongated hot dog, it is quite a sight: two five-ounce
patties with bacon, cheese, grilled onions, and sauteed mushrooms. Its formal name on the
menu is the Murder Burger.Casual in the extreme, Doogie's is a serve-yourself joint (adjacent to
Ruth's Chris Steak House, which might be a good fall-back if you arrive after 8 p.m. when
Doogie's closes). Step up to the counter, place your order, pay your money, and wait for your
name to be called. When your order is ready, tote your tray to the condiment bar, heap on what
you like, find a molded plastic seat in the square little dining room, and prepare to feast on the
king of all weenies.Dr. Mike's158 Greenwood Ave. / 203-792-4388Bethel, CT / LD / $Forget
psychotherapy and medication! The best antidepressant we know is a visit to Dr. Mike's. We
didn't know about Dr. Mike's ice cream shop when we moved to a neighboring town, but it wasn't
too long before chowhounds in the neighborhood clued us in. We found the out-of-the-way place
off Bethel's main street and, at first lick, we became converts. As ice cream lovers, we must tell
you that there is nothing quite like Dr. Mike's, and there are occasions--rare occasions--when its
ultra-richness is actually too, too much.Most of the time, the cones and cardboard cups dished
out year-round by this little shop are just what the doctor ordered. Several proprietary flavors set
standards unequaled by any other brand. The long-time standard-bearer, "rich chocolate," for
example, is stunningly flavored, cocoa brown, and more deliriously chocolaty than a pure melted
Hershey bar, but has the added luxury of all that high-butterfat cream. We must warn you,
however, that sometimes it gets scooped from the tub cold and hard; and the flavor does not
blossom until it is on the verge of melting. This makes for an unbelievably messy cone, and a
good possibility of dark chocolate stains on your hands, face, and clothes (somehow, this
chocolate ice cream leaves smears that are far more conspicuous than any other brand); but you
must wait until the rich chocolate ice cream is soft. If you do, bliss is yours."Chocolate lace and
cream" is another Dr. Mike's invention, made with a luxurious chocolate-covered hard candy
produced by a local confectionery. The candy is broken into bite-size pieces and suspended in a
pure white emulsion of sweetened cream: another dreamy experience, but in this case our
warning is to get it in a cup. The crunch of the candy conflicts with the crunch of a cone.We've
named our two favorite flavors. Don't hesitate, though, if you find your personal favorite among
the approximately six varieties available any particular day. Each one is made the old-fashioned
way, using cream from dairy buckets, in five-gallon batches; and we have fond, fond memories of
Dr. Mike's coffee, coconut, cinnamon, Heath Bar crunch, even prune, dazzling vanilla, and some
real tongue-stunners made with fresh fruits in the summer.After you have tasted the ice cream in
its unadulterated state, please return to Dr. Mike's for a milk shake (none thicker this side of St.
Louis) or a hot fudge sundae. Sundaes are huge, made so they literally fill up pint ice cream
containers. The fudge is dark and dense, faintly granular, and a glorious complement to any of
the light colors and fruit flavors. And the pure, sweet whipped cream is heaped on with a
trowel.Goulash Place42 Highland Ave. / 203-744-1971Danbury, CT / LD / $For the last quarter-
century, this hard-to-find restaurant in a mostly residential neighborhood has been a wonderful--
and wonderfully inexpensive--enclave of East European gastronomy. John and Magda Aczel live



upstairs in the back of their Hungarian cafe, and you'll definitely meet Magda as soon as you sit
down--she runs the dining room. You'll see John when the kitchen door swings open--he's the
chef--and you might even meet John's mother, a ninety-something baker who also lives upstairs
and is responsible for the intoxicating rum cake that is an occasional dessert menu
special.Made-from-scratch specialties include three kinds of goulash (veal, beef, or pork and
sauerkraut), chicken paprikash, and wiener schnitzel. Side dishes include chunky, soulful
mashed potatoes served with gravy from whatever they accompany, and also nockerli, which
are little hand-fashioned dumpling squiggles in a butter sauce that go so well with paprikash. All
meals come with a bowl of traditional Hungarian cucumber salad--a refreshingly pickly taste-bud-
refresher.Start with a mushroom and ham crepe or a bowl of aromatic chicken soup and finish
with a piece of Grandma's cake or palascinke (tender crepes wrapped around apricot, cheese,
or chocolate filling). From soup to nuts, this good food is presented by Magda with Old World
charm, and sometimes with just the right amount of impertinence to make you feel as if you are
dining not in a restaurant but at the home of your favorite relative.JK's126 South St. /
203-743-4004Danbury, CT / BLD / Mon-Sat / $JK's looks like any modern fast-food restaurant,
but photographs on the wall tell another story: decades of weenie history. The nostalgic black-
and-white pictures show JK's with its hot dog sign hanging over Main Street many years ago;
interior pictures show a spic-and-span diner that has served the Hat City's working-class
clientele since the 1930s.The place may have changed, but old-timers tell us that the Texas hot
wieners on which JK's built its reputation remain precisely the same charming little frankfurters
they've always been. They are plump sausages, split lengthwise and cooked until slightly crusty
on the surface, loaded into a big spongy roll, then topped with mustard, onions, and hot sauce
with a chile pepper kick. No single element of this arrangement has flavor to write home about,
but the combination is powerfully attractive. You might order two, with a thick chocolate milk
shake on the side, but midway through the second dog, you will likely be flagging down the
waitress for a third, and possibly a fourth. The speedy gals who tend the short counter and the
booths throughout the dining room are masters of balance, toting up to six or eight hot dog
plates to different tables in a single trip from the semi-open kitchen in back.There are all sorts of
other things on JK's menu, from silver dollar pancakes at breakfast to New England's favorite
Grape-Nuts pudding for dessert, but it's the devilish Texas dogs that put this restaurant on our
map. Some connoisseurs order them with cheese, chili, and/or bacon in addition to the usual
condiments; it's also possible to get a heap of excellent house-made slaw on top or to get the
bun toasted: all interesting strategies, but we suggest first-timers stick with the original
configuration . . . at least for the first round.Laurel Diner544 Main St. / 203-264-8218Southbury,
CT / BL Mon-Sat; / BLD Sun / $Adjacent to the Laurel Service Station, the Laurel Diner is a fifty-
year-old hash house with a row of counter seats that provide a view of the grill and six tables
lined up opposite the counter. It opens seven days a week at 5:30; and by mid-morning, sections
of Connecticut's daily papers are strewn almost everywhere, providing easy-reach reading no
matter where you sit. The menu is written daily in multi-colored marking pens directly on the



diner's wall, which is a white, easy-wipe surface that helps give the vintage dining room an airy
feel.We don't recommend you pay much attention to the menu at breakfast time, because there
is one and only one dish to know about: corned beef hash. This is the real thing, a coarse-cut
melange of spicy beef shreds and nuggets of potato cooked on the griddle until a web of crust
begins to envelop the tender insides. If you ask, the grill man will cook the hash until it is brittle-
crisp nearly all the way through, which is a great idea if textural excitement supersedes
succulence in your hierarchy of culinary pleasure; but we personally enjoy it the regular way:
forkfuls of corned beef that are brick red and moist, their pickly zest balanced perfectly by the
soft pieces of potato. On the side come crunchy hash browns, and atop the hash are served
eggs as you like them. It is a royally good diner breakfast, for the very common price of $5,
including toast and coffee, and all the local newspapers you can read.At lunch, we seldom get
anything other than a hamburger. Laurel's burgers are nothing like fast-food burgers; they are
thick, hand-formed patties, cooked to order, and fairly spurting juice at first bite. Other worthy
lunch items are the hearty all-beef (no bean) chili, made with thick hunks of hamburger meat and
available with melted cheese and/or raw onion silvers on top, and a fine fat length of kielbasa
with peppers on a hard roll.If you're hungry and also need an oil change, call ahead to the
service station (where the pumps open at seven and the garage at nine) and make an
appointment. Your vehicle can be in and out in thirty minutes, which is about as long as it takes
to order and enjoy breakfast next door. The service station number is 203-264-9100.Read more
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Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream DessertsJeni Britton BauerNew YorkContentsA PromiseFlavors That
BloomIn This BookThe Ice Cream SystemIce Cream ParlorSweet Cream Ice CreamAbsinthe &
Meringue Ice CreamBlack Forest Cake Ice CreamFarmstead Cheese & Guava Jam Ice
CreamCream Biscuits with Peach Jam Ice CreamCumin & Honey Butterscotch Ice
CreamJuniper & Lemon Curd Ice CreamDark Chocolate & Rye Whiskey Ice CreamDouble-
Toasted Coconut–Cajeta Ice CreamExtra-Strength Root Beer Ice CreamMagnolia Mochi Ice
CreamGraham Cracker Ice CreamHoneyed Buttermilk Ice Cream with Corn Bread
GravelPumpernickel Ice CreamHummingbird Cake Ice CreamMango Manchego Ice
CreamMoonshine & Corn Syrup Custard with Pecans Ice CreamWhite House Cherry Ice
CreamYazoo Sue Ice Cream with Rosemary Bar NutsSalty Vanilla Frozen CustardFrench Toast
Frozen CustardMiddle West Eggnog Frozen CustardOrange-Blossom Bisque Tortoni Frozen
CustardButtermilk Soft-ServeCrème sans LaitSalty Caramel Crème sans LaitFrozen Yogurt
BaseFresh Ginger Frozen YogurtFresh Peach Frozen YogurtIcelandic Happy Marriage Cake
Frozen SkyrRainbow Frozen YogurtBellini SorbetGrapefruit SorbetMelon Jonesy SorbetPlum
Sake SorbetRed Raspberry SorbetStone Fruit SorbetWheatgrass, Pear, & Vinho Verde
SorbetBakeshopMacaroon CakeA Wiseman’s Chocolate CakeLady CakeMeringue CakeMochi
CakeStone-Ground-Grits Pudding CakeSheet PieFrench Ice Cream TartsPiekiesApple Rhubarb
BetteBlueberry CobblerPear & Blackberry Crisp with Almond StreuselBauer House
BiscuitsSweet Cream ShortcakesJake’s Chocolate Truffle CookiesOatmeal Cream
SandwichesCream Puffs, Éclairs, Or Ring CakeKataifi NestsCast-Iron PancakePeoria Corn
FrittersNorth Market WafflesSweet EmpanadasVanilla-Bean Ice Cream Bread PuddingBananas
FosterPoached FruitSautéed FruitIce Cream ParlorThe Exit Through the CaféA Sundae in San
JuanThe Salty GrahamaThe Austrian Dancing KickThousandaire's Sundae BrunchThe Krispy
QueenThe Jennifer Juniper ParfaitPlum Sake ParfaitThe Key Lime ParfaitBerry Biscuit
CakesPêche MelbaCrème sans Lait SundaesHi BoyAtta GirlJ-BarsEton Mess PlatterIce Cream
Layer CakesThe Little Havana CakeBig Blackberry ButteSkunk as a Drunk CakeCocoa
RococoCocktailsThe BasicsGravelsThis Is How We Do ItSourcesAcknowledgmentsAbout The
AuthorA PromiseIce cream desserts are like my favorite people—they look the best when they
are starting to fall apart. Not sloppy, but confidently disheveled, like the late great Paul Newman
stepping out of his race car, or Diane Keaton in Annie Hall, or Tatum O’Neal in Paper Moon. Ice
cream desserts have personality to spare. Sweetened cream slowly dripping from a frozen
scoop transforms a cake or sauce the moment it touches it. Butterfat-rich cream absorbs scent
and flavor and carries them to your nose. Anything ice cream touches becomes richer, more
flavorful, more deeply perceived. What’s more, ice cream encourages you to be in the moment.
It’s melting and changing each second—you have to pay attention to it, or it disappears.In these
pages you will find a few solid recipes that you will use over and over again and tweak with the
season, the menu, or your whim. Each cake, pie, fritter, ice cream, sauce, and sundae is



phenomenal in flavor and texture, and each recipe is designed specifically for the home kitchen.
While I won’t declare that every recipe in this book is fast and easy (even though many are), I will
say they are as streamlined as we can make them and the results are truly worth the effort. You
can dress them up or down, depending on how you plate them or which ice cream you serve
with them.When was the last time you had a Bette? Apple Bette is one of the finest recipes to
serve with ice cream and my recipe calls for croissants or brioche that turn into a wonderful
buttery fruit bread pudding. I also give you my recipe for Fruit Crisp because it’s darn good. It’s a
little crispier than others and there’s too much streusel (that is, just enough). Then there are
cobblers, and mine have extra fruit and creamy-as-heck biscuits plopped in. Like everything in
this book, they're all tailor-made for a scoop of ice cream.The ice creams that you will make from
this book are as delicious as those we make in our professional kitchens—utterly creamy and
scoopable, with layers of flavor—or I wouldn’t put my name on it. New ones abound, including
our Crème sans Lait (a vegan option that will knock your socks off), a rich and tasty frozen
custard, and a soft-serve. The gooey sauces are as versatile as everything else we do and can
be made with a variety of spices, salts, or herbs. Choose a cake, pie, or poached fruit from
Bakeshop, pair it with an ice cream from Ice Cream Parlor, and top with a sauce from The
Basics, and you’ve got a dessert that can accompany any meal or mood.We have made and
eaten these recipes over and over and are positively thrilled with the results. I hope that you will
dive into this book and make it yours. Drip, drizzle, and mark up the pages at will! There is no
better compliment in the world than a battered and beaten-up book.In This BookIn this book, I
share my favorite desserts served over the years in our scoop shops, along with desserts our
team enjoys during our company lunches and those I make for guests at home. The lineup
includes cakes, pies, fritters, sauces, and much more. The recipes are low-fuss, big-bang, and
very versatile. For example, Sweet Empanadas can be made with almost any fruit. I like to
squash them on the plate and drop ice cream right on top. The steam billows out, and the ice
cream slowly melts into a sauce. If you carefully choose the ice cream and the fruit, you can
determine the emotion of the dessert at your table.Cakes exemplify how various compositions
can be created using elements from different parts of this book. For instance, cake plus ice
cream plus sauce plus garnishes—all stacked together in a silicone springform mold—make for
a superlative ice cream layer cake. If you’re a chocolate lover, layer the whole thing with
chocolate cake, chocolate sauce, chocolate ice cream, and even Chocolate Gravel—each slice
drips and beckons. Want something more colorful and fruity? Use the Lady Cake and add a
colorful frozen yogurt, a fruit sauce, and fresh berries—it’s perfect on a Sunday afternoon with
pink Champagne.There are three main chapters in this book: Ice Cream Parlor, Bakeshop, and
Sundae Bar. In Ice Cream Parlor, you will find our brand-new recipes, including Salty Vanilla
Frozen Custard, Buttermilk Soft-Serve, and even an amazing dairy-free option, our Crème sans
Lait. Bakeshop offers Stone-Ground-Grits Pudding Cake, Bauer House Biscuits, and more one-
of-a-kind baked goodies, as well as Peoria Corn Fritters, an Apple Rhubarb Bette, and other
tasty desserts to accompany ice creams. And Sundae Bar is chock-full of cocktails, sundae



combinations, and plated desserts combining different elements from the other
chapters.Following these chapters is The Basics, which provides recipes that can be used in
multiple ways in other recipes throughout the book—gravels, sauces, jams, glazes, and
more.About the RecipesFor my first book, Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams at Home, I set myself the
challenge of developing recipes that produce the same taste, texture, body, and finish as those
we make in our professional kitchens, using ingredients and equipment readily available to a
home cook. The goal was to make ice creams indistinguishable from the Jeni’s scoop shop ice
creams, and we succeeded. The project involved a retooling of every step of the ice-cream-
making process, which is why my recipes are unique. People throughout the world now use my
recipes to make ice creams for their friends and family. Ice cream businesses using my recipes
have popped up across the country, from San Francisco to Brooklyn, and people from South
Africa to Indonesia have been inspired by my recipes, techniques, and flavors.The new recipes
in this, my second book, are made on the same model, but they have been slightly updated to
address changes in ice cream machines. Among the new machines, there’s the ice cream bowl
attachment for the Breville mixer, which we love, and a new version of the Cuisinart 1½-quart
canister machine, which is faster at freezing ice cream than the previous model. In fact, the
newest Cuisinart freezes ice cream so fast that the body of the ice cream never has time to
expand, and it comes out too compact. So, I’ve adjusted my recipes to accommodate for that
and to work well in the various Breville machines.Although I am known for creating flavors that
are all over the map, from sweet to savory, old school to new school, ancient to modern, the
most important innovations in my ice cream recipes center on achieving that scoopable
buttercream consistency. Once you master these recipes, you can create any flavor your heart
desires. If you have an idea, try it—if it works, put your name on it. That’s what I’ve done for the
last twenty years! It’s what makes ice cream so much fun.My hope is that the recipes for the new
ice creams and desserts in this book will serve as a jumping-off point for all the wonderful flavors
you are dying to make—and that making ice creams and other desserts will bring you, your
friends, and your family as much delight as it has to ours.IntolerantsIf you are holding this book,
chances are good you are a dairy and gluten eater. But chances are also very good that you
know someone who, for whatever reason, does not eat either of these. It’s nice to have options
that work for everyone—that way, one of your guests isn’t stuck with a pile of grapes for dessert
while the rest of your table indulges in ice cream and cake. When you are hosting people, it is
your job to make them feel good, so having a few reliable dairy-free, vegan, and/or gluten-free
dessert options is a must. I have created recipes for my friends and relatives who live vegan or
gluten or dairy free—and for their friends. But these are not recipes just for people who can’t
have what most of us can—they are desserts for everyone. Throughout this book, when a recipe
is naturally gluten free or works well made with gluten-free flour, you will see this symbol:
(G).When a recipe is dairy free, it will have this symbol: (D), and if it is vegan, it will have this:
(V).The Ice Cream Tool KitThere are recipes for three different types of ice cream in this book,
plus recipes for frozen yogurts and sorbets.Sweet Cream ice creamMy classic, creamy, smooth



ice cream base is slightly chewy and elastic enough to roll into a proper ice cream ball when
scooped. It’s low in air and the ideal blank canvas, but it is not without flavor. It is excellent on its
own as a simple sweet cream or when swirled with a sauce or jam. I have updated the recipe
slightly from my first book, partly to accommodate new machines that are available but also just
to make it slightly better. The changes are not huge, however, so keep in mind that the older
recipes and the new ones in this book all work wonderfully in whichever machine you
own.Frozen CustardFrozen custard is ice cream made with egg yolks. My recipe for frozen
custard is smooth and creamy, supple and scoopable, and it has a distinctive rich flavor and
extra chewiness from the egg yolks. This is not the soft-serve frozen custard variety found
throughout the Midwest; it is American scoop-shop custard, meant to be served hard. But you
can serve it however you’d like—right out of the machine, when it is still soft, or after it hardens. I
give you a base recipe (see Salty Vanilla Frozen Custard) so that you can use it to make other
varieties as well.Crème sans LaitI call my dairy-free ice cream Crème sans Lait, because it is so
delicious that it deserves a place in every kitchen—and its own fancy name. Our Crème sans
Lait is every bit “Jeni’s” in taste, texture, body, and finish. It is dense and übercreamy, with a
lovely rich flavor. You can roll it into a scoop and perch it atop a cone to be licked slowly on a hot
August day. It’s not only for your intolerant pals, it’s for you, too. We love it. Pair it with Brrrr Sauce
for one of the most yummy ice cream desserts you’ve ever had, vegan or not.Soft-Serve Ice
CreamAlthough they are a little gimmicky, I love the new at-home soft-serve machines. We use
ours to make a light, fun buttermilk soft-serve. You can make it into any flavor, but I like it best just
plain and used in a sundae or served with Peoria Corn Fritters. The recipe can be used in any
ice cream machine, not just soft-serve models—just serve it immediately, as soon as it is done.
Of course, you can also harden it in the freezer and serve it that way. The base recipe (see Salty
Vanilla Frozen Custard) can be made with whole or 2% milk, but buttermilk gives this ice cream
the most exciting burst of flavor.YogurtsEvery chef who has ever had our yogurts declares ours
to be her or his favorite (I won’t name-drop, but consider these people among the finest chefs in
the world). I am trying to go overboard on praise here, because you may think that frozen yogurts
are “health food” and I want you to think of them as purely delicious. Serve them with all of your
desserts! These yogurts are creamy, light, tart, and refreshing. They work best in fruit flavors,
and tart fruit works best because it reflects the tartness of the yogurt; nevertheless, sweeter
fruits, like mango, also work scrumptiously.SorbetsSorbets are composed of sugar syrup, fruit,
and, occasionally, a liquor. They’re frozen in an ice cream machine like ice cream. The trick with
sorbet is to get just the right balance to make it scoopable but not too soupy. All sorbets will be
very light and even a tad icy, but their charm is in the pop of flavor that they add to any dessert.
The Quick TakeHere is an overview of the process of making ice cream. In general, there are
four basic steps: Prep, Cook, Chill, and Freeze. However, each ice cream is different, so be sure
to read the individual recipe’s directions fully before beginning.The StepsAdvance PrepSome ice
creams have an extra, preliminary step, called Advance Prep, which often should be done the
day before. This can be anything from straining yogurt or toasting nuts to making a sauce or a



cake.Frozen yogurts always require the advance step of straining the yogurt. To do so, secure a
mesh sieve over a bowl and place two layers of cheesecloth over the sieve. Pour 1 quart of plain
lowfat yogurt over the cheesecloth into the sieve, and put the bowl in the refrigerator for 6 to 8
hours. Discard the strained liquid and use the concentrated yogurt to make your frozen yogurt.
PrepGather all tools and equipment so they are close at hand. Measure out all ingredients so
that they are ready to go when the moment calls. Then in a small bowl, make a slurry with the
cornstarch and 2 tablespoons of milk. In a medium bowl, whip all the lumps out of the room-
temperature cream cheese (and egg yolks, if making a custard). And finally, in a large bowl, set
up an ice bath (with extra ice) and keep it ready for the Chill step. CookPour the milk, cream,
sugar, and corn syrup into a 4-quart saucepan and bring to a boil. When bubbles become
regular, set a timer for exactly 4 minutes—the timing is important. Turn off the heat and slowly
pour in the cornstarch slurry, in a steady stream, stirring constantly. Return to a boil and keep
stirring for about 30 seconds until slightly thickened. ChillSlowly pour the hot cream mixture into
the cream cheese, a little at a time, incorporating each pour fully before adding more. Pour the
hot ice cream base into a Ziploc bag, push all air out, and seal. Submerge completely in the ice
bath and leave there until very cold, at least 30 minutes. FreezeWhen the base is completely
cool and you are ready to freeze the ice cream, assemble the ice cream machine and turn it on.
Remove the ice cream base from the ice bath and cut a corner off the bag. Pour the base into
the center of the machine. When the ice cream is thick and creamy and it’s beginning to rise out
of the machine, turn the motor off. Remove the lid and dasher and transfer the ice cream to a
storage container. Cover the surface with parchment and freeze until firm, about 4 hours.The Ice
Cream SystemMy ice cream recipe system has four steps: Prep, Cook, Chill, and Freeze.
Occasionally a recipe contains an Advance Prep step, which must be completed before you
start the ice-cream-making process.Advance PrepAdvance Prep covers everything you need to
do before you start making your ice cream, frozen yogurt, or sorbet. If an ice cream contains a
fruit sauce or mix-in, you need to prepare it before you begin. All of my frozen yogurts require
straining the yogurt, which must be done at least 6 hours in advance. When a recipe has an
Advance Prep step, you’ll need to budget a bit more time.PrepPrepping is about your mise en
place, your setup. It means measuring everything out and getting everything ready to go so that
it is there the moment you need it. Measure out the cornstarch and mix it with a little of the milk
to make a slurry. Whip the cream cheese until it is completely smooth, then set aside. Zest and/
or juice any citrus fruits. Being prepared makes the whole process easier and more enjoyable.
You don’t want to be scrambling to find something when the cream base is cooking, for example,
or you could overcook and ruin it.CookAlmost every ice cream recipe in this book is cooked
briefly on the stovetop. Cooking the base provides stability and creaminess in the finished ice
cream. While the mixture boils, a set of extraordinary things happens. Sugar liquefies and binds
with the water in the milk and cream, which helps to keep the ice cream supple and smooth
when frozen. Some water is evaporated out as steam, which concentrates the protein in the
mixture and gives the ice cream a thicker, chewier body. Heat also denatures the whey proteins,



allowing them to bind with water and prevent ice crystals. Additionally, a small amount of the fat
in the cream and milk will also bind with water and prevent iciness in the ice cream. All of this
magic happens as the ice cream bubbles away for 4 minutes.ChillThe Chill step is what you do
after you remove the mixture from the heat. For ice creams, you first slowly stir the hot cream
mixture into the awaiting softened cream cheese. Other recipes may call for adding or removing
herbs or spices.The most crucial thing about this step is to ensure that the ice cream mixture
cools down quickly. Warm milk and sugar can be a food-safety hazard, because bacteria (some
harmful, some not) love to eat sugar and propagate in warm milk. The fastest way to cool the
mixture is to pour it into a 1-gallon Ziploc freezer bag, push all the air out, seal it, and submerge
it in an ice bath that is heavy on the ice. The bag provides more surface area to cool the mixture
more evenly and quickly than any other method, and your base will be ready to freeze in less
than 30 minutes. Using a Ball jar instead and giving it a spin in the ice bath every few minutes
also works, but you will need a couple of hours for it to chill completely. The traditional bowl set
over an ice bath works too, but be careful not to get any water into your ice cream base. You can
also chill the mixture overnight in the fridge.However you do it, it is imperative that the ice cream
mixture be below 40°F through and through before you put it in the canister where it will freeze,
or it won’t work. And if it does not freeze, you will need to remove it from the canister and put it
back into the fridge, clean the canister, and freeze it for 12 hours, then try again the next
day.Note: I don’t usually use an ice bath when cooling sorbet mixtures, because these are not
very hot and there is less of a food-safety issue than with warm milk and sugar. Instead, you can
chill sorbet mixtures right in the fridge, as indicated in the recipes. If you are in a hurry, however,
a quick dip in an ice bath will speed up the process.FreezeIf you've just purchased your ice
cream machine, you'll need to chill the canister in your freezer for at least 24 hours, so that it
becomes fully frozen. Going forward and after washes, it can be chilled for 12 hours, but no less.
If possible, store your empty ice cream canisters in the freezer so they remain cold and are
always at the ready.Assemble your ice cream machine, turn it on, and pour in the cold ice cream
base, frozen yogurt, or sorbet. Turning the machine on before you pour prevents the mixture from
freezing too heavily on the walls of the canister before churning starts. Once the ice cream is
churning, you can add any essential oils—since oils can collect on the sides of a plastic bag or
bowl, it’s better to add them right to the cream when it is in the machine, so they don’t get left
behind.Let your ice cream churn for about 20 minutes. I churn it until it is the consistency of soft-
serve. Then quickly remove it from the canister and put it into your freezer container. If you want
to layer in a variegate or mix-in, do so as you pull the ice cream from the machine. Then cover
the surface of the ice cream with parchment paper, get it into the coldest part of your freezer (the
back), and freeze for at least 4 hours. (Don’t use plastic wrap; it can get caught in any folds and
is hard to see and remove.)Allowing your ice cream to harden fully is an important step. During
the time in the freezer, the flavors will open up and bloom into the cream. It takes longer to eat
this American-style ice cream than some other ice creams. The warmth of your tongue sweeps a
perfect amount off for the flavors to volatilize before going down the hatch, part of the charm of



ice cream.No matter how cold the ice cream gets, the sugar in it never completely freezes.
Rather, it becomes attached to the water in the milk and cream and creates an unfrozen
semiliquid that keeps the ice cream pliable and elastic when frozen. Otherwise, you would not be
able to scoop it.Scooping The first trick for scooping ice cream is to choose an oblong container
that gives you a runway: flat and long is preferred over deep and round. Depending on how cold
your freezer is, you may need to allow your ice cream time to warm up a little before scooping; I
let it sit on the counter for about 10 minutes. When you scoop your ice cream, use a dry ice
cream scoop, such as a Zeroll scoop. Do not wet it, especially not with hot water. Water will glaze
your ice cream with a thin layer of ice. Hot water or a hot scooper will melt the ice cream too
much and then the remaining ice cream will crystallize faster when you return it to your freezer. A
room-temperature scooper is always the way to go: it will melt just a little bit of ice cream as you
run it over the surface, and that will give the scoop enough slide.EquipmentThe equipment
needed to make these recipes is all readily available and inexpensive. I created the recipes in
this book to use the same size pans—usually a 9-inch round or square pan, a quarter sheet pan,
a 4-quart saucepan and other standard kitchen equipment. As for the ice cream machine, it’s a
must, but there’s no need to break the bank.Ice Cream Machines We used four different models
of home ice cream machines to test the recipes in this book: the Cuisinart ICE-21 1½-quart
canister machine; the new Breville ice cream bowl attachment, the Freeze & Mix, for its excellent
stand mixer (which we have used for years in our test kitchen); Breville’s self-contained ice
cream maker, the Smart Scoop, and the new Cuisinart soft-serve model ICE-45.The Cuisinart
ICE-21 freezes ice cream 25 percent faster than the ICE-20 model I used for the recipes in my
first book. As a result, the ice creams don’t get quite enough air whipped in and they come out a
little heavier. So with my slight adjustments the recipes in this book will work with either the older
or the newer model.The Breville Freeze & Mix whips quickly and also incorporates quite a bit of
air; we regularly got three pints out of each batch with this machine, one more than we got from
the Cuisinart. The ice cream is fluffier, but not in a way that detracts from the experience. The
stand mixer itself is a great investment—it’s the best on the market for a home kitchen.The
Breville self-contained plug-and-play machine makes great ice cream. It can do successive
batches with no wait between to freeze the canister, though each succeeding batch will take
longer as the housing heats up. The ice creams from this machine are excellent. It comes at a
hefty cost ($250 to $400), but if you make ice cream a lot and are happy to have an ice cream
machine always at the ready on your counter, it might be a good investment.Finally, we used the
Cuisinart ICE-45. This soft-serve machine is actually exactly the same as the canister machine
in terms of spinning and freezing the ice cream, but the ice cream is extruded from underneath
the canister through a nozzle. If you practice, you can get really good at dispensing it, which is
fun especially for kids, who delight in playing ice cream shop. You can use any of our ice cream
recipes in the soft-serve machine, and vice versa.How does an electric ice cream machine
work? The canister is very cold, and the ice cream starts to freeze in thin layers along the inside
walls. The dasher spins at a specific rate, scraping the long ice crystals that have built up off the



sides of the canister. Those long, jagged ice crystals are forced into the center of the machine,
where they tumble around and become smaller, rounded ice crystals, which will be smoother on
your tongue. All the while, as the ice cream is churned, a small amount of air is whipped in,
which is important for the texture. Without any air, the ice cream will be too compact; too much
air, and the ice cream will become powdery.4-Quart Heavy-Bottomed Saucepan For making ice
cream, poaching fruit, and making sauces, a 3½-quart pan will work, but keep a close eye when
cooking the milk mixture for ice cream, so it doesn’t boil over. Be sure that the pan has a heavy
bottom so that it heats evenly.Baking Sheets and Pans Professional sheet pans and rimmed
baking sheets conduct heat evenly and won’t burn the bottom of whatever you are baking. They
stack together and can be easily stowed away. It’s nice to have both half and quarter sheet pans.
For the recipes in this book, I also use 9-inch round cake pans and 8-by-8-inch baking
dishes.Whisk A good-quality medium stainless steel whisk is essential for incorporating the milk
mixture into the cream cheese, for whipping eggs, and for many other tasks. A balloon whisk is
good for whipping cream; it is bigger and has more wires than a regular whisk.Bowls: Small,
Medium, and Large I usually like metal bowls best, but I also have a thing for milk-glass bowls
and for the plastic OXO ones with rubber bottoms and pouring spouts. You can use what you like.
The important thing is to have at least three mixing bowls, small, medium, and large.Food
Processor A food processor is useful for pulverizing, pureeing, chopping, and the like. It’s
essential when making Sugar Dough.Blender For homogenizing and blending, as in the Crème
sans Lait recipe, a blender works better than a food processor. In this case, any decent brand
will suffice.Freezer Set your freezer on its coldest setting, so that the temperature is 0°F or
below. Store ice cream or ice cream desserts in the coldest part of your freezer, the
back.Heatproof Spatulas Heatproof silicone spatulas are unrivaled for stirring ice cream bases
and other hot liquids. Buy the one-piece kind, not the type with wooden handles; the wood can
rot no matter how often you remove the handle, clean it, and dry it. The wooden-handled ones
can also harbor bacteria.Heavy-Duty 1-Gallon Ziploc Freezer Bags Cooling an ice cream base
in a heavy-duty 1-gallon Ziploc freezer bag laid flat in an ice bath is not only the fastest and
safest method but also the easiest way to store it. The bag keeps air out and it gives the base a
much greater surface area than, say, a jar or a bowl set over an ice bath. Bacteria don’t stand a
chance, and you’re ready to freeze your ice cream in less than 30 minutes.Ice Cream Scoopers I
have two scoopers that I am completely wedded to. The Zeroll scoop has heat-conductive fluid
in the handle, which transfers the heat of your hand to the scoop, so the ice cream releases
easily. The Rösle scoop is sturdy and sleek, with sharp edges that cut through ice cream
perfectly; it reminds me of those antique metal scoopers that also work well but are usually too
covered in rust or limescale to use.Ice Cream Bar Mold In my opinion, silicone molds are the
only way to make ice cream bars. They are easy to fill and it’s easier still to remove the bars, so
you don’t have to melt them to get them out. If you are making J-Bars, you will need these.Other
Essentials for Every KitchenBench scraperCheeseclothMeasuring cupsMeasuring
spoonsParchment paperPastry bags and tipsPie cutterSieveVegetable and “soft-skin” peelers



(see Sources)IngredientsSome ingredients vary in composition from brand to brand, which can
have an effect on the finished dessert. I used the ingredients below to test all of the recipes in
this book. The ice creams and desserts are relatively pure and uncomplicated, so using the
finest ingredients you can find, such as grass-fed or organic milk and cream or high-quality
chocolate and cocoa, can make all the difference.Butter My favorite all-purpose butter is Organic
Valley cultured butter, because culturing makes some of the lactose (milk sugar) convert to lactic
acid, which makes the butter noticeably more flavorful.Buttermilk For the recipes in this book,
buttermilk is always cultured low-fat, which is readily available these days.Cream Cheese Cream
cheese gives these ice creams a little oomph, a little more body. (If you leave it out of these
recipes, your ice cream will still be fabulous, just a little thinner.) Use Organic Valley or
Philadelphia brands.Cocoa Powder Dutch-processed cocoa, also known as alkalized, is very
round, full, soft, and complex. “Dutch process” means the cocoa has been treated in order to
make it more water-soluble—so it will quickly dissolve into your sugar syrup. Cocoa that has not
been Dutch-processed, sometimes called natural cocoa, is sharper, more earthy, and a softer
brown. Despite being lighter in color, it can have a darker flavor. Many people don’t like it as
much as Dutch-processed chocolate, but I love it in certain ice creams. You can choose
whichever you prefer for these recipes.Light Corn Syrup In ice creams and in baking, we use
corn syrup as a humectant, for its water-attracting quality, which comes from glucose, not
fructose. Adding a bit of corn syrup in place of table sugar actually makes the ice cream less
sweet. Look for regular light corn syrup, without high fructose. Fructose makes the syrup sweeter
—you don’t want that.Self-Rising Flour Self-rising flour is just flour with baking powder and salt
added. You can make your own by adding 1½ teaspoons baking powder and ¼ teaspoon salt to
every cup of flour in the recipe and sifting them together.Gluten-Free Flour We use two different
brands of gluten-free flour, Pamela's and Cup 4 Cup, to test these recipes. Pamela's Baking Mix
also works in a pinch and may be easier to find.Sugar We use only white cane sugar, not beet
sugar. Beet sugar burns too easily. The ice creams we sell in our shops and online are made
with vegan sugar. Muscovado, light or dark brown, or palm sugar can all be used instead, but
remember your ice cream will take on the flavor of the sugar you choose.Jeni’s Splendid Ice
Cream DessertsJeni Britton BauerNew York
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RB, “Great companion if you already have Jeni's first book!. I love Jeni's ice cream. Her recipes
are the best. You'll never end up with icy rock-hard ice cream if you follow her method. I have
her first book, 
  
Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams at Home

  
  
, and it's wonderful. Several people have gone out and bought an ice cream maker and her
book after tasting the ice cream that i've made from it. If you're looking to buy your first ice
cream cook book, I recommend you buy that one first. It has nice basic flavors like chocolate,
strawberry, and vanilla (but so much better tasting than store bought basics!), not to mention
Salty Caramel which is the BEST. Plus it has more interesting, unusual flavors in there as well,
like Chamomile Chardonnay, Coriander with Raspberry Sauce, Sweet Basil and Honeyed Pine
Nut just to name a few. And of course many flavors in between. Book two doesn't have the
basic flavors, but has some very interesting new recipes. You can look inside the book and
check out the table of contents before you buy it so I won't repeat the flavors in my review. I have
to admit, some flavors are a little out there for me but her recipes have never let me down so I
might just try something that I wouldn't have thought to try before. If you have the first book, this
second book modifies the ice cream recipes a little bit. She says that the recipes in her first
book were tested with the Cuisinart ICE-20 machine and the ones in her second book are
modified a bit for the Cuisinart ICE-21 machine, which freezes ice cream faster. She says that
with her original recipes, using the ICE-21 won't whip the ice cream enough and they will end up
more dense. But I have the ICE-21 and used it with her first book and never noticed the
difference. The modified recipes use slightly different quantities of ingredients, including twice
the amount of corn syrup, which I'm not too happy about but I'm going to look for tapioca syrup
to use as a substitute. It's just hard to find. The modified recipes also seem to make a larger
quantity of ice cream, maybe closer to 1.5 quarts as opposed to 1 qt. I like the other sections of
this book as well. Bake Shop gives you recipes for baked goods that look delicious and not too
hard to make. Then Ice Cream Parlor gives you ideas for ice cream desserts. I'm going to use
one of her recipes to make an ice cream cake for my son's 3rd birthday. She gives you a cake



recipe and all the steps. So overall, a great companion to her first book, but get that other one
first if you don't have it already!”

DeeDiDee, “Jeni Does It Again!. It is no secret that I am a raving fan of Jeni Britton Bauer. When
people ask me where to go for ice cream, I send them to her shop. When people ask me what
ice cream cookbook to purchase, I recommend Jeni's first book. And now she has a second
book! I'm telling you that I'm beside myself. Jeni's cookbooks don't make me feel like a rock star
in my kitchen...that's just stupid. Jeni's cookbooks make me feel like a professional chef in my
kitchen, and that's worth everything.Jeni's Splendid Ice Cream Desserts is the book that you
have to buy if you have a comfortable mastery of homemade ice cream preparation and are
looking to advance your skills by turning that ice cream into restaurant worthy desserts. The
book is divided into three main parts: ice cream parlor, bakeshop, and sundae bar.Ice cream
parlor gives you all new ice cream recipes that aren't found in the original Jeni's book. Think
black forest cake ice cream, bellini sorbet, and salty caramel Crème sans Lait. Caution: this is
not the book you want to buy if you are looking for run of the mill basics! You will not be getting
plain vanilla, chocolate, or strawberry. These are inspired recipes with big twists in the flavors,
and while they're awesome, this isn't the book for you if you want basic flavors. The French Toast
Frozen Custard is incredible.Bakeshop provides lots of recipes so that you can serve cakes,
cobblers, and cookies alongside your awesome homemade ice creams. You will find wiseman's
chocolate cake, Bauer House biscuits, sautéed fruit, and all manner of delicious ice cream
accompaniments. Wiseman's chocolate cake is one of the moistest chocolate cakes you can
make.Sundae bar will help you put it all together with gorgeous photos of assembled parfaits
and sundaes. Somehow Jeni has elevated these humble drugstore desserts into works of art
meant to eaten. I haven't made this one yet but the Salty Grahama (whipped cream, salty vanilla
custard, sliced bananas, whiskey caramel sauce, and salty graham gravel) is next on my list.
Jeni gives you the recipes for every component you need from sauces to gravels in this
section.It's a well made book with beautiful photography, but I have come to expect nothing less
from this ice cream expert who only uses the best ingredients and tries to locally source them. I
have worn out her previous book, and I can tell this book is going to get the same workout this
summer. The only problem with Jeni's books is that I have trouble not taking credit for her work
when I serve up the end product.”

itxaso, “Muy bueno como siempre. Es el segundo libro de Jeni que compro, me gusta mucho su
tecnica para hacer helado y he hecho ya muchisimos con muy buenos resultados. Son faciles
de hacer siempre que se tenga una heladera. Las fotos son preciosas y las recetas están bien
esplicadas. Lo compré de segunda mano y el libro vino prácticamente nuevo.”

Gabriele Balderacchi, “Conto terzi stiamo "costruendo" una piccola biblioteca specializzata. Per
una "piccola" multinazionale che produce macchinari per il gelato artigianale (nel mondo



anglofono Italian Gelato) stiamo "costruendo" una piccola biblioteca specializzata. Grazie!”

R. Keeler, “Five Stars. Exactly what I wanted to see - clear instructions and explanations. My go-
to recipe book for ice cream now!”

The book by Jeni Britton Bauer has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 177 people have provided feedback.
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